PANTOMIME—By J. H. Striebel

Along State Street

Automobiles are more likely to go over than around you. The most attractive figure of a woman: $2.98. Hunting a house is said to be one of the best exercises known. Today's best question: How much coal have you in the cellar?

Not every motion picture hero shows on the screen in uniform has been overboard.

Money is just something that enables us to forget our troubles and make the more money you see the more you lose. Consider the success of the enormous sale of fake stocks. The birth rate has evidently increased since Barnum's time.

Pupils in a large town are judged by what they have on. A small town is judged by what the neighbors have on.

After we got about two automobiles per capita, we can all live in the garage business—and the drop market can get to the poor families.

Politics is the art of making people go to the ballot-box by giving them something for nothing on the strength of a lie.

If we can't do it, we ought to do it. We've tried it, and it doesn't work.

WTF Happened When Lillian Ellistin Refused Love?

An Annoyed Revolution.

It was my brother's fourteenth birthday, and I was supposed to be spending it with my in-laws. My wife was out of town, and my brother was disappointed. He thought it would be a good opportunity to show off his new car. I didn't care, and I told him that I would rather go to the movies. He got angry and said that he was going to drive his car by himself. I didn't care, and I told him that I didn't want to be involved. He drove his car by himself and got into an accident. He was at fault, and he was arrested for reckless driving. I was relieved when the police arrived, and I didn't have to help him. I didn't care, and I didn't want to be involved. He got a ticket, and he paid the fine. I didn't care, and I didn't want to be involved.